Update of the extraction of the CKM matrix elements Abstract. I discuss the combination and extraction of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix elements under the Standard Model (SM) framework from a global fit. The analysis shown here relies on the CKMfitter package, consisting in a frequentist approach that employs the Range fit (Rfit) scheme to handle theoretical uncertainties.
Introduction
Flavor changing processes provide a powerful test of the SM, and consist, therefore, in an avenue to look for extensions of it. The breaking of flavor symmetry in the SM is sourced by the Yukawa couplings of the SM Higgs, which give origin to the spectrum of fermion masses and the CKM matrix in the quark sector. The CKM matrix in the SM is a three by three unitary matrix that can be parameterized by three mixing angles and one single source of CP violation. The CKM matrix turns out to be hierarchical, namely, elements closer to the diagonal are larger. A useful, rephasing invariant, parameterization that shows clearly this feature is the Wolfenstein parameterization consisting of the real parameters A, λ,ρ andη
where no assumption has been made about the size of λ, and a small λ corresponds to the hierarchical structure mentioned above. A useful graphical representation of the CKM matrix results from its unitarity: see, for instance, Figure 1 below, displaying the B d triangle.
A rich variety of processes is used to probe the structure of the CKM matrix [1] [2] [3] , including processes dominated by SM tree-level contributions, processes for which in the SM there is no tree-level contribution, processes that individually rule out a vanishing CP violating phase, or yet processes that are individually compatible with no CP violation. Some observables are presently dominated by experimental uncertainties, while others are dominated by systematic sources of uncertainty, the latter being due to hadronic effects inherent to quark processes. We heavily rely on Lattice QCD extractions of hadronic inputs, e.g., bag parameters, decay constants and form factors.
Thanks to the experimental (e.g., B-factories, LHCb, etc.), and theoretical (e.g., Lattice QCD) developments over the last two decades, a much better accuracy has been reached in the extraction of the CKM matrix elements. Here, we briefly discuss the 2018 update (following the conference ICHEP 2018) of the extraction of the CKM matrix elements by the CKMfitter Collaboration [1] . Our primary goal is to test the SM, and possibly point out tensions in its description of flavor transitions, likely to occur in presence of physics beyond the SM.
Statistical approach
The CKMfitter Collaboration employs a frequentist framework based on a χ 2 analysis. The approach used to incorporate and manipulate systematic uncertainties is called Range fit (Rfit) scheme. In practice, it means that one can vary freely the true value of the fixed (and thus not stochastic) and unknown theoretical correction δ inside the quoted uncertainty ±∆, i.e., δ ∈ [−∆, ∆], without any penalty from the χ 2 . This setup implies a plateau for the preferred value of the parameter carrying the theoretical uncertainty ±∆. Subsequently, Confidence Level (C.L.) intervals are determined from the variation of the χ 2 around the best-fit point. As previously stated, important systematic, or theoretical, uncertainties are usually present in the quark flavor sector. While here we adopted the Rfit scheme introduced above, other approaches are discussed and compared in Ref. [4] . Though their treatment is somewhat illdefined, a useful and meaningful modeling of systematic uncertainties must satisfy a certain number of criteria, such as good coverage properties (at least for the confidence level significances we are interested in), propagation of uncertainties (i.e., a clear separation of statistical and theoretical uncertainties), and the more technical requirement of being simple enough to allow for tractable calculations (i.e., the determination of the best-fit point and confidence intervals) when dealing with a large number of constraints and parameters to be extracted. See, e.g., Ref. [4] for a more detailed discussion.
The Lattice QCD inputs used here, assessing hadronic quantities such as bag parameters, decay constants, form factors, etc., come from published references only (including proceedings), with uncertainty budgets provided, and consist of unquenched results with 2, 2 + 1, or 2 + 1 + 1 dynamical fermions. We follow the FLAG reviews [5] in order to keep track of relevant Lattice QCD extractions. If for a quantity we have many sources of systematic uncertainty, they are treated at the same footing and, in the absence of correlations, summed linearly (see Ref. [4] for a discussion of the definition, and inclusion, of correlations among theoretical uncertainties in the same spirit of the Rfit model for uncertainties). Different extractions of the same quantity are combined following a conservative procedure called educated Rfit in which the averaged theoretical uncertainty is not smaller than the smallest of the individual theoretical uncertainties. More details are provided at Refs. [1, 2, 4] . 
Results and discussion
The full set of experimental and theoretical inputs is given at Ref. In the global fit analysis, the small parameter λ is accurately determined from |V ud | (superallowed nuclear transitions) and |V us | (semileptonic kaon decays), while the parameter A is accurately determined from a combination of |V cb |, |V ub |, and other information from the global fit. The extraction ofρ andη is illustrated in Figure 1 , where it is clear the dominant role played by sin(2β) and ∆m d /∆m s , but also |V ub |, in the determination of the CP violating phase. For completeness, the Wolfenstein parameters extracted from a global fit including only observables dominated by SM tree-level contributions, for which the p-value computed with Gaussian uncertainties is 43% (0. Each observable considered in the fit provides a test of the validity of the SM, as measured by the pulls defined by where !O means that the corresponding χ 2 is built without the input for O. The values of the pulls given in the left panel of Figure 2 imply that the SM predictions are in good agreement with the measurements. Since the observables have correlated fits (e.g., the (|V cb | , |V ub |) plane shown in the right panel of Figure 2 ) and since theoretical uncertainties are not treated as Gaussian, the distribution of pulls is not normal, and the number of observables which have a pull larger than n × σ, for a certain n, is not always a meaningful information. Note that the presence of a plateau in the Rfit model for theoretical uncertainties may lead to a vanishing pull for some quantities even in cases where the predicted and the observed values are not identical.
We now discuss semileptonic extractions of |V cb |, for which there has been a long-standing tension between inclusive and exclusive extractions. Recent studies show discrepancies in the exclusive extractions of |V cb | following the use of CLN [7] or BGL [8] parameterizations of the form factors, which may be due to residual uncertainties in the former approach. Here, we employ only the BGL parameterization. We have considered the following inputs for exclusive extractions: |V cb | B→D = (40.5 ± 0.8(exp.) ± 0.6(LQCD) ± 0.2(QED)) × 10 −3 , from combined Belle and BaBar data [9, 10] (see also references therein); and |V cb | B→D * = (42.4 ± 0.7(exp.) ± 1.1(LQCD) ± 0.2(QED)) × 10 −3 , from combined Belle tagged and untagged data [11] [12] [13] [14] ; they lead to the following average
Following Ref. [11] , an additional QED uncertainty has been systematically included. For the inclusive extraction, we have considered |V cb | incl. = (42.2 ± 0.4 ± 0.6) × 10 −3 [6, 15, 16] . Note that the inputs for exclusive and inclusive values are in good agreement. Their combination leads to the following average:
which is about 1σ higher than our 2016 value (namely, |V cb | = (41.0 ± 0.3 ± 0.7) × 10 −3 ). The status of |V cb |, together with |V ub |, is shown in the right panel of Figure 2 . As already mentioned, there is no tension between the values of |V cb | excl. and |V cb | incl. given above; the fit still favors the exclusive extraction of |V ub |, which remains somewhat in tension with the inclusive one.
Finally, we discuss different extractions of |V td | and |V ts |. We consider extractions from: treelevel only processes, by relying on the unitarity of the CKM matrix, and from B (s) mixings, which require decay constants and bag parameters as theoretical inputs. The latter are taken from Refs. [17] [18] [19] and averaged following the Rfit scheme. As seen from Figure 3 , the extraction from tree-level only processes favors larger values of |V td | and |V td |/|V ts | compared to the one from B (s) mixings only. Though some discrepancy between both extractions is present, it does not reach important levels of significance.
In conclusion, the SM gives a consistent picture of flavor transitions and CP violation in the quark sector. At the moment, the global fit does not point to large deviations from the SM (see Ref. [20] for future prospects concerning searches for NP in |∆F | = 2 processes). More information relative to the 2018 edition discussed here is found at our website, Ref. [6] . The reader is invited to use the web interface Ref.
[21] to prepare her/his own global fit analyses.
